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Abstract
In this paper we compute the genuine savings indicators for the Republic of Ireland over the period 1995-2005. We expand and improve existing World Bank’s estimates by: a) using data collected from official Irish sources; b) employing the net present value method to assess resource depreciation; c) including external costs from SO₂ and NOx emissions; and d) estimating human capital accumulation using the returns to education. We also perform a sensitivity analysis to check the robustness of our estimates to different assumptions and parameters. Our estimates are consistently smaller than the World Bank’s and negative in the first years of the period considered.
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1. Introduction

Over the 1990s the Irish economy grew at a record rate for a developed country. Between 1990 and 2000, Gross Domestic Product doubled with the real annual growth rate at a high of 11 percent in 1999. Despite an impressive performance in terms of conventional macroeconomic indicators such as Gross National Product (GNP) or Gross Domestic Product (GDP), there has been much concern regarding the implications of the pace of economic growth for environmental quality and sustainability more generally (Clinch, 2001). It is well understood that GNP and GDP offer an incomplete answer to the sustainability question as they omit non-marketed public goods such as environmental quality (Nordhaus, 2000), and include consumption of capital assets such as natural resources as production of income (Dasgupta, 2001; Repetto et al., 1989).

Economic theory suggests that an operationalisable indicator of sustainable development should be based on inclusive or comprehensive wealth (see e.g., Dasgupta and Mäler, 2000; Hamilton and Clemens, 1999; Arrow et al., 2003). The intuition behind this is straightforward. The complete array of assets—which includes human and natural capital—can be conceived as the productive base of an economy and therefore as a key determinant of future national well-being. The value of changes in these assets today must have future, long-run, welfare consequences. Positive changes can be regarded as good news from a sustainability point of view, whilst negative changes are a signal of a potential decline in social well-being in the future. Alternatively, comprehensive net national product (NNP), calculated as GNP minus depreciation of all forms of capital, can be interpreted as the maximum level of consumption that maintains the capital stock intact.  

The first empirical estimates of inclusive net savings were computed by Pearce and Atkinson (1993). Today, the World Bank publishes estimates of comprehensive savings for over 100 countries, including the Republic of Ireland, after the empirical investigation by Hamilton and Clemens (1999). The Bank constructs these estimates by making a series of adjustments to gross national savings. The principal adjustments are to subtract a

---

1 See Dasgupta (2009) and Asheim (2003) for detailed reviews of the green accounting literature.

2 This indicator has been termed ‘genuine savings’ (Hamilton, 1994), ‘net investments’ (Dasgupta and Mäler, 2000) or ‘adjusted net savings.’ In the remaining of the paper we will use these terms interchangeably. The theoretical precursors of the genuine savings indicator can be traced back to the work of Weitzman (1976), Hartwick (1977) and Solow (1986).

3 The most recent estimates can be found online at http://go.worldbank.org/8CWDARYMB0.
depreciation allowance for produced capital stocks and depletion allowances for fossil fuels,\textsuperscript{4} minerals,\textsuperscript{5} and timber, and to add investment in human capital. The methods are similar across countries and rely on standard international data sources.\textsuperscript{6}

Ferreira and Vincent (2005) point out several shortcomings of the Bank’s estimates. The most general is that they are not truly comprehensive: although the Bank makes adjustments for the depletion of an impressively wide range of natural resources, the adjustments to account for the degradation of others such as water and the atmosphere are much more limited. A second shortcoming is measurement error in the estimates that the Bank includes.

In this paper, we compute the genuine savings indicators for Ireland over the period 1995-2005 and, in doing so, aim to improve the existing World Bank indicators in four ways. First, we use data on production and prices of physical, natural and human capital from various official Irish sources and literature, limiting the use of regional and international averages and estimates. For example, the data on mineral production used by the World Bank is from the USGS Mineral Yearbook, which differs from the official information from the Irish Exploration and Mining Division. Even the data on gross national savings from the National Accounts are substantially different (CSO, 2008). Second, we use the net present value method to assess the depreciation of market natural resources. This method is recommended by national and international statistical agencies over the ‘net price’ method employed by the World Bank (see UN, 1993; Common and Sanyal, 1998). Third, we expand the valuation of environmental degradation by including estimates of external costs from sulphur dioxide (SO\textsubscript{2}) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions in addition to PM\textsubscript{10} and CO\textsubscript{2} emissions. Although, compared to CO\textsubscript{2}, the residence time of PM\textsubscript{10}, SO\textsubscript{2} and NOx in the atmosphere is relatively short and thus they are not strictly stock pollutants, they inflict damages on other forms of capital, for example on human capital in terms of excess mortality and chronic morbidity. Fourth, we value human capital accumulation using the returns to education, i.e. the market premium of higher education as reflected in higher wages. Finally, we analyzed the sensitivity of our estimates to different parameters.

\textsuperscript{4} Oil, natural gas, and coal.

\textsuperscript{5} Bauxite, copper, gold, iron, lead, nickel, phosphate, silver, tin and zinc.

\textsuperscript{6} Hamilton and Clemens (1999) and Bolt et al. (2002) describe the methods used by the Bank to make these adjustments. For more recent work see World Bank (2006).
Our estimates of genuine savings for Ireland over the period 1995-2005 are consistently smaller than those reported by the World Bank. In fact, according to our estimates, Ireland has experienced negative genuine savings in two of the years considered, 1995 and 1996, and negative or close to zero savings in 1997 in all but one of our specifications. In recent years, however, genuine savings are positive and increasing. This finding is in sharp contrast with existing estimates by the World Bank and other studies that consistently find positive genuine savings for developed countries.\textsuperscript{7} Our results confirm the importance of expanding on the World Bank’s adjustments and show that when including externalities derived from the use of public goods such as air, which typically are not taken into consideration when building macroeconomic indicators of sustainability, developed countries may be shown as having sustainability problems.

The remaining of the paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we present the theoretical framework and the methodology. In Section 3 we introduce the data used to compute the Irish genuine savings. In Section 4 we present the results, compare our estimates of genuine savings with those of the World Bank, and analyze their robustness to changes in key parameters and assumptions. Section 5 concludes.

\section{Theory and Methodology}

\subsection{Theoretical Framework}

Our empirical measure of genuine savings is based on the theoretical work of Arrow, Dasgupta and Mäler on intertemporal welfare for imperfect economies (Dasgupta and Mäler, 2000; Arrow et al., 2003; 2004). The wealth of an economy, $W$, at time $t$ can be expressed as the sum of a comprehensive set of assets: $K$ (human-made capital), $H$ (human capital) and $S$ (natural capital), evaluated at their shadow prices.\textsuperscript{8}

\begin{equation}
W_t = \kappa_t K_t + \mu_t H_t + \lambda_t S_t.
\end{equation}

\textsuperscript{7} To our knowledge, only Hanley et al. (1999) has shown negative genuine savings for a rich economy, Scotland, over the 1980s.

\textsuperscript{8} In principle, all the assets that contribute to producing welfare should be considered, including social and institutional capital. In practice, given the data and conceptual problems associated with the measurement of these two intangible assets, we focus on physical, natural and human capital.
It can be shown (see, for example, Dasgupta 2009, proposition 1) that for constant population and exogenous movements in total factor productivity and import and export prices, the change in $W$, or genuine savings ($GS$), equates the change in social well-being, when social well-being is expressed using a Ramsey-Koopmans formulation, $V_t = \int_0^\infty U(C_t)e^{-\delta(t-t)} \, dt$:

$$\frac{dV}{dt} = GS_t = \kappa_t \frac{dK}{dt} + \mu_t \frac{dH}{dt} + \lambda_t \frac{dS}{dt}. \tag{2}$$

From (2) it follows that the value of changes in comprehensive wealth has the same sign as the corresponding change in intergenerational well being. If $GS_t \leq 0$ the economy is deemed as unsustainable. Notice, however, that a welfare improvement at a given moment in time, $\frac{dV}{dt} = GS_t > 0$, is weaker than long term sustainability; i.e. in an imperfect economy, the genuine savings indicator –even if perfectly estimated- is not a perfect sustainability indicator. A country seeking short-term growth at the expense of long-term viability may with a positive utility discount rate have both growth in comprehensive NNP and positive value of changes in a comprehensive vector of stocks to begin with, even though long term sustainability is undermined. To judge whether an economy is sustainable the entire equilibrium path must be examined.\(^9\) These issues must be kept in mind when interpreting our estimates.

### 2.2. Methodology

We follow standard practice (see e.g. Hamilton and Clemens 1999, World Bank 2006) and calculate genuine savings by subtracting from gross national savings ($GNS$) estimates of fixed capital depreciation ($D_K$), depletion of natural resources ($D_S$), environmental degradation ($D_E$), and adding human capital accumulation ($A_H$).

$$\dot{GS}_t = GNS_t - D_K - D_S - D_E + A_H. \tag{3}$$

\(^9\) For an illustration see Asheim (1994, Section IV). Pezzey and Toman (2002) refer to GS as a "one-sided" sustainability measure. They also discuss the practical implications and the limitations of using market prices to construct sustainability tests. They argue that not even 'efficient prices' (those that induce an optimal allocation of resources) are suitable and that 'sustainability prices' (those that induce a sustainable path of utility) are required (Pezzey and Toman 2002, 2005).
Gross national savings is reported in the Irish National Accounts (CSO, 2008) and is equal to gross national income minus national total consumption. The other adjustments in the right hand side of equation (3) are described below.

2.2.1. Depreciation of physical capital

By using gross national income (as opposed to gross domestic income) as the starting point of our calculations, we are able to account for ownership of the reproducible capital to reflect that some of the stock of physical capital in Ireland is owned by foreign investors, and vice versa. The interest payments derived from the foreign financial assets or obligations will affect future levels of consumption of Irish residents. The adjustment of the savings estimates to account for ownership is particularly important in the light of the acceleration in cross border asset trade observed in the last decades.  

2.2.2. Depreciation of natural capital

The World Bank equates the depletion of fossil fuels and minerals to current resource rent (quantity extracted times the difference between price and average total cost of extraction), using the ‘net price’ method (see e.g., Repetto et al., 1989). This ignores the appreciation of remaining reserves that occurs as time passes and future rents come closer to the present (El Serafy, 1989; Hartwick and Hagemann, 1993). Empirical work by Neumayer (2000) suggests that this can exaggerate the loss in value of reserves enormously. Moreover, the net price method captures the true value of asset depreciation only under strong assumptions of optimal management, endogenous prices and costs, and if average costs are good proxies of marginal costs (Perrings and Vincent, 2003).

In this paper we use an alternative method proposed by El Serafy (1989). This method, known as the ‘simple present value method,’ imposes no optimization on the extraction path of the resource, but assumes constant total rents and requires information on the lifetime of the resource. Because it implicitly takes into account the appreciation of reserves closer to extraction, this method yields lower values for depreciation (see Atkinson and Hamilton, 2007 Table 2, p. 49). For a more thorough comparison of both methods and derivation of

\footnote{For example, an indicator of financial integration used by Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007), the sum of external assets and liabilities over GDP, increased by a factor of 7 in developed countries, from 45% in 1970 to over 300% in 2004, with a clear acceleration in the mid 1990s. The same indicator of financial integration in Ireland increased by a factor of 17, from 115% in 1970 to over 1,900% in 2004.}

\footnote{Allowing for capital gains in natural resources is a relaxation of the theoretical framework presented in Section 2.1; shadow prices in equation (2) are constant. In practice, capital gains influence future consumption}
the expression for $D_{St}$ see Appendix A. Regarding the choice of discount rate for the computation of $D_{St}$, estimates for industrial countries range from 2% to 4% (Zerbe and Dively, 1994; Pearce and Ulph, 1998). Since Ireland has experienced an economic boom with very high levels of consumption in recent years, perhaps suggesting impatience, we would favour the use of higher discount rates. However, following best practice in the literature, we used a 2, 4, and 6% discount rate (Pezzey et al., 2006).

A caveat of both, the net price and simple present value methods is that they are able to capture only the use value of the resource. For many market resources, such as fossil fuels and metals and minerals, this may be appropriate, but for other resources, such as forests, non-use values (e.g. the intrinsic value that people may attach to them, or the option value of extending society’s set of future options) may be important.

2.2.3 Environmental Degradation

A comprehensive measure of savings needs to account for the changes in all the stocks of assets, including those with negative shadow prices. The stock of green-house gases in the atmosphere associated with CO₂ emissions, for example, falls into this category.

However, many pollutants are not stock but flow pollutants. How should we (if at all) account for their damages? First, the effects of pollution on output (e.g. damaged crops) are already reflected implicitly in the standard national accounts. Similarly, damages to produced assets (e.g. the damage to building materials caused by acid rain) should, in principle, be included in depreciation figures so there is no need to adjust savings measures in this regard. In practice, however, most statistical systems, including the Irish System of National Accounts, are not detailed enough to pick this up (Hamilton and Clemens 1999). Second, pollution may affect the productive capacity of other stocks such as human resources (excess mortality and chronic morbidity) or ecosystems (e.g. decreasing soil fertility). Hamilton (1996) and Atkinson and Hamilton (2007) argue that, in this case, the loss in asset value should be deducted from savings. In this vein, the World Bank adjusts genuine savings for damages from PM₁₀ (particulate matter less than 10 microns in diameter) emissions. In addition to PM₁₀, in this paper we consider the damages to assets from SO₂ and NOₓ, two of the most important air pollutants in Ireland (EPA Ireland, 2003).
The adjustment for environmental degradation consists in deducting the change in the environmental component, \( E \) (i.e., air or water net emissions), valued at society’s marginal willingness to pay (WTP) to reduce emissions (Hamilton, 1996; Dasgupta, 2001; Atkinson and Hamilton, 2007). This WTP should reflect the present value of future impacts arising from current emissions.

\[
D_{Et} = WTP_t^*\left(\frac{\Delta E_t}{\Delta t}\right).
\]

The WTP could be based on marginal damage cost or marginal abatement cost. In general, the two approaches will differ in imperfect economies. Hamilton and Atkinson (1996) propose using damage costs as many real-world economies are more likely to be 'over-polluting' relative to the optimum.

What about 'pure' flow pollutants? These pollutants (e.g. noise, odour) are neither a stock nor affect other stocks. They cause damage, and thus, reduce the welfare of the population affected, but the damage (largely) ceases with exposure to the pollutant. Adjustment for their damages do not appear explicitly in GS but are included in green NNP (Pezzey et al. 2006).

Another important practical issue when valuing emissions damages (of a stock pollutant or a flow pollutant that damages a stock) has to do with transboundaryity and global impacts. This is clear in the case of \( \text{SO}_2 \) and \( \text{CO}_2 \) emissions. Should we account for all the damages caused by Irish emissions in both Ireland and other countries or should we account for the damages to Ireland from worldwide emissions? In its adjustment for \( \text{CO}_2 \) emissions, the World Bank charges global damages (a global marginal social cost of $20 per metric ton of carbon, taken from Fankhauser (1994 and 1995)) to emitting countries on the assumption that the property right to a clean environment lies with the pollutee.\(^{12}\) This is the approach postulated in Hamilton and Clemens (1999, p. 342), and used in Arrow et. al (2004, Table 1, p.163). However, absent a mechanism to compensate the recipients of damages arising from transboundary pollution, we also considered the alternative approach that assumes that the property rights to use the atmosphere as a sink lie with the polluter. Under this second approach, used by Arrow et al. (2007), we consider the damages to Ireland arising from global emissions. In the case of \( \text{SO}_2 \), the estimates available to us reflect damages from Irish emissions.

\(^{12}\) Note that most studies on the economics of climate change do not specify the year for which the estimate is valid. In this paper we followed Tol's suggestions of working “with the assumption that the social cost of carbon is expressed in US dollars of around 1995” (Tol, 2008, p. 1).
emissions to Irish cities and rural areas (Holland and Watkiss, 2002). Thus, we implicitly assume that there are no damages to Ireland coming from sources outside Ireland.

2.2.4 Human capital accumulation

The adjustment for human capital accumulation ($A_H$) can be expressed as:

$$A_H = \mu_t (\Delta H_t/\Delta t)$$

(5)

where $\mu_t$ is the shadow price of human capital.

The World Bank’s estimate of investment in human capital equals UNESCO estimates of current operating expenditures on education. This is a purely gross measure, which makes no allowance for losses in human capital. More fundamentally, it assumes that a dollar of educational expenditure translates into a dollar increase in human capital. Studies in both rich countries (Jorgenson and Fraumeni, 1992) and poor countries (Schultz, 1988) have criticized this assumption. Hanushek and Kimko (2000) show that labor-force quality differences measured on the basis of cognitive performance on tests of academic achievement (rather than on conventional measures of schooling inputs), have strong effects on growth rates.

An alternative approach to educational expenditure consists on approximating $\mu_t$ by the market returns to education (i.e., salaries over and above those of less educated workers). This approach is more consistent with the current consensus in the literature that expresses human capital per worker as an exponential function of years of schooling times the returns to education (see Krueger and Lindahl (2001), Woessman (2003) for reviews). In this paper we follow this approach but also analyze the robustness of the results to the use of education expenditures.

Finally, note that although neither of these approaches accounts for the health of the labor force explicitly, in (4) we are at least accounting for some of the permanent health impacts of environmental damages.

3. Data
3.1. Depreciation of physical capital

There were some discrepancies between data on gross national savings and depreciation from the WDI based on UN data, and the same data from Ireland’s Central Statistics Office (CSO, 2008). We prefer the latter, direct, source; Ireland’s CSO revises the entire National Accounts data series at each annual publication. Revisions may occur because of new basic data, correction of errors or methodological improvements (CSO 2009, p.31). The differences are partly due to the correction of errors since both sets of estimates use a common methodology, the perpetual inventory model (PIM). However, differences also arise from the World Bank method used to harmonise different countries’ indicators, the so-called Atlas conversion factor. The purpose of the Atlas conversion factor is to reduce the impact of exchange rate fluctuations in the cross-country comparison of national incomes (For more information, see http://go.worldbank.org/QEIMY0ALJ0).

3.2. Natural resource depletion

3.2.1. Metals and minerals

For the calculation of $D_{St}$ we included zinc, lead and silver depletion. Other metals and minerals included in the WDI adjustments are either irrelevant to Ireland or their extraction was discontinued before 1995 (e.g. copper, iron pyrite).

Zinc, lead and silver are not found as native (free) metals but they are all extracted as coproducts from the same deposits. In particular, silver is contained in lead concentrates. The main zinc-lead deposit in Ireland contains 14 million tonnes (Mt) of zinc metal (the largest in Europe, and corresponding to 1.5% of world zinc) and some 70 Mt of zinc and lead metal.

---

13 A number of instruments for quality assurance described in the publication "Standard Reports on Methods and Quality for National Accounts" (CSO 2009) include routinely checking the plausibility and consistency of all the statistical series through ongoing balances and cross-checks and data audits from a special Consistency Unit within the CSO.

14 Most of the information on Irish minerals and metals comes from interviews and personal communications with Ben Dhonau, Principal Geologist at the Exploration and Mining Division, Department of Communications Energy and Natural Resources, Ireland. Please note that Table B1 in Appendix B summarise all the data sources used in this paper.

15 We also considered but finally did not include barite and mercury (whose extraction was discontinued before 1995), and gypsum, whose production data were not available. These three resources are not considered in the WDI adjustments either.
Other zinc-lead mines contain deposits of around 25 Mt. Ireland currently accounts for 6% of western world zinc mine production, and 3% of its lead. All ore concentrates are exported.

The production of zinc has increased rapidly in recent years, from 183,500 tonnes in 1995 to 445,000 tonnes in 2005. The production of lead averaged 49,000 tonnes per year over the period 1995-2005, with a peak of 72,200 tonnes in 2005. The production of silver was 10.5 tonnes in 2005 from a peak of 16.7 tonnes in 2000.

Since the total production of zinc, lead and silver ores is completely exported, their shadow prices were estimated by computing the ratio between the total value of exports and their quantity, using the Eurostat External Trade dataset.\(^\text{16}\)

We could not obtain extraction costs for lead, zinc, and silver directly from the firms involved in their production, but experts at the Exploration and Mining Division in the Department of Communications Energy and Natural Resources provided an estimate for the average costs of joint extraction of lead, zinc and silver of $475 - $525 per tonne in 2008.\(^\text{17}\) We used $500 (the midpoint of the interval). In order to obtain a figure for each mineral’s individual production costs, the $500 figure was converted to euro\(^\text{18}\) and then distributed among the three minerals in proportion to their production for the year 2008. Then we assumed constant extraction cost over the period 1995-2008, and deflated the 2008 production costs using the index of earnings in the mining and quarrying industry to obtain estimates for the previous years.\(^\text{19}\)

Finally, we assume a common lifetime for the zinc, lead and silver deposits set at 2017, the expected date of closure of the largest zinc-lead mine.\(^\text{20}\)

\(^{16}\) This method of deriving average prices was endorsed by Ben Dhonau (see footnote 13). Data on external trade are available from Eurostat at http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat; accessed on 4 July 2008.

\(^{17}\) Ben Dhonau: personal communication (May 2008).


\(^{19}\) Data on earnings are available online at www.cso.ie/px/pxeirestat/database/eirestat/eirestat.asp and they were accessed on 7 July 2008. Data were available up to 2007. Data for 2008 were imputed by fitting an OLS regression.

\(^{20}\) Senior Geologist Wayne Cox: personal communication (18 June 2008).
3.2.2. Energy resources\textsuperscript{21}

For the adjustment for energy depletion in $D_{SI}$ we considered natural gas and peat. We did not account for coal, as its production ceased in 1993. There is no indigenous oil production.\textsuperscript{22}

Current indigenous production of natural gas accounts for less than 10\% of Ireland’s demand, with the balance being imported from the UK. Gas production has been decreasing from a maximum of 107,700 TJ in 1995 to 22,200 TJ in 2005.

A new gas field off the west coast was discovered in 1996 and was scheduled to start production in late 2009. It contains around 1,300,000 TJ of gas initially in place, of which 954,616 TJ were reported as recoverable, which corresponds to 0.41\% of natural gas reserves in Europe in 2005 (Energy Information Administration; see footnote 21). We computed the lifetime of natural gas by taking the ratio of expected recoverable amount in the new gas field (i.e., reserves of 954,616 TJ) to production. No data on price and cost of gas from Irish sources were available. Therefore, we used the unit rents reported by the World Bank in its website (see footnote 3). The other indigenous resource used to produce energy, in particular electricity and domestic heating, is peat.\textsuperscript{23} Peat is mainly produced by Bord na Mona, an Irish private company. We used their annual reports to collect information on production and lifetime and to compute the peat unit rent by multiplying their annual operating profit (per tonne of peat produced) by the percentage of revenues arising from milled peat activities in each year.\textsuperscript{24}

\textsuperscript{21} When otherwise not stated, information on energy resources was provided and updated as of June 2008, by Michael Hanrahan, of the Petroleum Affairs Division, Department of Communications Energy and Natural Resources, Ireland.

\textsuperscript{22} Ireland remains an unexplored petroleum province. In 2005 and 2006, the government sponsored major petroleum resource assessments. These indicated a yet-to-find (unproven), risked reserve potential of 8-10 billion barrels of oil equivalent (boe) in selected basins off the west of Ireland, which would constitute a considerable 40\% of total European oil reserves in 2005 (Energy Information Administration, US; http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/international/reserves.html, data accessed on 7 July 2008).

\textsuperscript{23} Harvested milled peat is used to provide a range of products, each of which has different a price in the market. The main products are peat feedstock used for power production (about 3 Mt per annum), peat briquettes (around 220,000 tonnes p.a.), horticultural peat, and sod turf for heating.

\textsuperscript{24} This method was suggested by Charles Shier, Strategic Development Manager of Bord na Mona, personal communication (July 2008). Annual reports starting in 2002/2003 were available online at www.bnm.ie (this information was accessed on 7 July 2008). Information on previous years was either derived from the last available annual report which contains data on production from previous years or by filling the missing values by fitting OLS regressions.
3.2.3 Forests

Over the centuries, Ireland experienced an almost complete deforestation mainly because of human activity and a deterioration of the climate. Today forests cover about 10% of land, the lowest percentage in Europe. Government policy is to bring the national forest cover to 17% by 2030. Since 1991, most of the tree planting is carried out by private individuals with the assistance of EU grant aid. Local farmers carried out nearly 88% of all tree planting in 2004. Consequently, more than a third of all forests are in private ownership, and this proportion is rising rapidly. The average size of a forest is less than 10ha (25 acres). About half of all the forests are less than 25 years old. As of today, timber production is not commercially viable; the forest cover is simply too low to allow feasible commercial exploitation. As a result, the use value of forest changes can be approximated at zero.

Regarding the non-use value of current forests, there are not many economic valuation studies on forests in the Republic of Ireland and they focus on timber production, ignoring non-use values (e.g. Ní Dhubháin et al. 2009), or on specific values such as recreational benefits (e.g., Scarpa et al., 2000, Ní Dhubháin et al. 1994, Fitzpatrick & Associates, 2005).

An exception is Clinch and Murphy (2001) who value the changes in forest cover, and compare positive and negative WTP for afforestation. This is mainly because forests would change the traditional view of the Irish landscape and Irish people prefer the status-quo. They show that the WTP to avoid afforestation is higher than the WTP to favour it. Bearing this in mind, not adjusting Irish national savings for the afforestation seems reasonable.

3.3 Environmental degradation: air pollution

The World Bank, in its computation of cross-country adjusted net savings, includes damages from CO₂ and PM₁₀ emissions. Emissions of CO₂ for each country come from the Carbon Dioxide Analysis Centre (Bolt et al., 2002). In valuing CO₂ emissions, the global social cost of $20/tC (equivalent to about $73.33/tCO₂) in 1995 is used, by referring to the survey conducted by Fankhauser (1994 and 1995).²⁵

We performed two alternative adjustments for CO₂ emissions depending on whether we assume that the pollutee or the polluter have the property rights on the use of the atmosphere. In the first case, the case considered by the World Bank, Irish emissions are valued at their

²⁵ This represents the present value of marginal damages to crops, infrastructure, and human health over the time that emitted carbon dioxide resides in the atmosphere—over 100 years.
global social cost. We used up-to-date estimates of CO₂ emissions for Ireland from the Irish EPA for the period 1995-2005. The global social cost of CO₂ emissions used in our study, $14/tC, (equivalent to $51.33/tCO₂) comes from a recent meta-analysis conducted on 88 estimates of marginal costs of CO₂ emissions from 22 published studies (Tol, 2005).

For the second case, we estimated the damage to Ireland from global emissions following the approach in Arrow et al. (2007). First, to determine the portion of global damages due to climate change that Ireland will suffer, we utilized Nordhaus and Boyer (2000) study, which estimates the impacts of various climate change scenarios on economic sectors. We used the most conservative scenario, corresponding to a doubling of atmospheric concentrations of CO₂-equivalent gases or a warming of 2.5°C around 2100. Based on this likely (but simplified) scenario, Nordhaus and Boyer estimate that OECD Europe will suffer losses of around 2.5% of its GDP, while the globe will suffer damages of 1.5% of global production. In the absence of figures specific to Ireland, we take 2.5% to represent Ireland's expected damage and multiply it by its GDP and global damage by global GDP. We can then calculate the portion of global damage that Ireland will suffer as a 0.30-0.60% of global loss. Second, we took global carbon emissions data from the World Development Indicators’ website (http://databank.worldbank.org/ddp/home.do) for the period 1995-2005 and multiplied them by estimates of the social cost of carbon to calculate global losses. Finally we multiplied global losses by the proportion of losses accruing to Ireland.

For PM₁₀, due to the absence of reliable and detailed data on emissions and marginal external costs for the period 1995-2005 in Ireland, we use the numbers in the WDI. The World Bank estimates population-weighted average levels of PM₁₀ for all cities with a population in excess of 100,000 in each country. Particulate emission damage is calculated as the WTP to reduce the risk of mortality attributable to PM₁₀ (See footnote 3).


27 Holland and Watkiss (2002) is a report specifically developed for the European Commission within the BeTa (Benefits Table database) project to estimate the marginal external costs of air pollution in Europe. The estimates for this study were calculated using the ExternE methodology (European Commission, 1998 and 1999). It follows the 'impact pathway approach' tracing emissions through dispersion and environmental
SO\(_2\) emitted in Ireland on health and the effects of acidity on materials and buildings (monuments and buildings of significant cultural value are excluded) in both urban rural areas; and of a tonne of NO\(_x\) emitted in Ireland on health and crop production. Note that this study does not consider the possible damages to Ireland coming from other countries. The study differentiates between the marginal costs from SO\(_2\) emissions between rural and urban areas, taking into account the difference in population density and associated exposure to the pollutants between the two. Marginal costs of SO\(_2\) emissions in rural areas are country-specific. For Ireland the figure is €2,600/tonne in 2000. The results for emissions in urban areas are however “independent of the country in which the city is located” (Holland and Watkiss, 2002, p. 13). They vary only in terms of the population of the city; for a city of 100,000 people the social cost for SO\(_2\) is fixed at €6,000/tonne, for bigger cities the social cost is computed by multiplying €6,000/tonne by conversion factors provided by the study. For example, for Dublin, with a size of 1,000,000 inhabitants, the conversion factor is 7.5, so that social costs are €45,000/tonne.

We assumed constant marginal costs over the period considered and deflated the marginal costs using the Irish Consumer Price Index.\(^{28}\) We estimated the amount of SO\(_2\) emissions in urban and rural areas by allocating the emissions in proportion to the total household income in each Irish county as estimated by the CSO.\(^ {29}\) We considered 8 counties as urban: the counties containing the 5 urban areas of Dublin, Waterford, Limerick, Cork and Galway, plus the 3 counties in the so-called Greater Dublin Area (Meath, Kildare and Wicklow).

Finally, marginal external costs from NO\(_x\) emissions in Holland and Watkiss (2002) are country-specific. For Ireland the marginal cost of a tonne of NO\(_x\) is estimated to be €2,800 in 2000. Also in this case, we assumed constant marginal costs in the period considered and deflated the marginal costs with the Irish Consumer Price Index (see footnote 29).


3.4 Human capital accumulation

We derived the annual value of human capital accumulation by multiplying the annual predicted earnings at each educational level by the estimated annual change in the number of people in the labour force by educational attainment.

Barret et al. (2002) estimate the returns to education relative to primary education for Ireland for the years 1987, 1994 and 1997. They regress individual earnings on different levels of educational qualification (university degree, third degree diploma, high school, secondary) and other controls for each year and age band (young, middle-aged, old). The estimated returns on education are significantly different across education levels, but they do not significantly vary over time. Therefore, we take the average (for the years 1994 and 1997) as the (constant) return on education from 1995-2005. Overall, returns to education are large: for example, those with a university degree earn, on average, 94% more than those who only obtained primary education.

In order to get a monetary value, we multiplied the yearly earnings of people with only primary education times $(1+\text{coefficient on the return on education})$ for each level of educational attainment above primary education. Yearly earnings of those with primary education were calculated as the hourly wage of people with primary education, times the average number of hours worked per week times 52.\(^\text{30}\)

We estimated the annual change in the number of people in the labour force by educational attainment by taking the difference among the absolute number of persons in the labour force at each level of educational attainment from various years of the census of population (CSO, 1992; CSO, 1997; CSO, 2003; CSO, 2007), and fitting a linear trend for the years with missing data.

4. Results

We plug in our estimates of $GNS$, $D_K$, $D_S$, $D_E$, and $A_H$ into equation (3) to arrive at our bottom-line estimates of genuine savings. Since $D_S$ was computed for three different interest

rates (2, 4 and 6%). Figure 1 presents three estimates of genuine savings.\textsuperscript{31} Recall from Sections 2.2.3 and 3.3 that damages from CO\textsubscript{2} emissions can be computed using two different methods. In Panel A of Figure 1, Irish CO\textsubscript{2} emissions are valued at their global social cost (i.e. the pollutee is assumed to have the property rights on the use of the atmosphere). In panel B, CO\textsubscript{2} damages to Ireland from global emissions are considered (i.e. property rights lie with the polluter). It turns out that both methods return similar measures of depreciation. The first method, however, yields slightly larger adjustments at the beginning of the period (i.e., when GS are negative, see Figure 1). Therefore, for conservative reasons, we focus on the estimates of GS using the second method, i.e., adjusting for the damages to Ireland from global emissions.\textsuperscript{32} Note that the use of different interest rates does not make a big difference either. The adjustment for natural resource depreciation in Ireland is negligible in comparison to the much larger adjustment from environmental degradation for whose calculation interest rates are implicit. In what follows we will refer to the genuine savings figures computed using $r = 4\%$, i.e., the middle value, when not otherwise stated, for simplicity of exposition.

A striking feature of Figure 1 is the negative genuine savings for three years in a row: from 1995 to 1997. Previous studies consistently show that developed countries do not seem to be affected by sustainability problems (see e.g., Pearce and Atkinson, 1993; Dasgupta, 2001; Arrow et al., 2004; 2007). To the extent of our knowledge, Hanley et al. (1999) is the only previous study that finds negative genuine savings for a developed, economy, Scotland, over the period 1980-1994. They argue that their results are a direct consequence of contingent macroeconomic variables, such as the high price and high extraction rate of oil. The volatility in the oil price is related to market imperfections and politics rather than to actual social productivity. They updated their figures in one recent study where they show positive values in both genuine savings and green net national product for Scotland over the period 1992–1999 (Pezzey et al., 2006). Negative genuine savings in our study for Ireland are not driven by volatile prices of natural resources (which would not be able to adequately capture shadow values) but by externalities arising from air emissions.

Figure 1 also shows the evolution of GNP over the period 1995-2005. Although the growth of GNP could be due to factors not picked up by components of the genuine savings indicator, both GNP and GS show a strong positive trend. Interestingly, however, negative

\textsuperscript{31} Current values were converted into constant values at 2000 prices by using the implicit GNP deflator (www.cso.ie, accessed July 2008). The actual numbers are presented in Table C1 in Appendix C.

\textsuperscript{32} Figure C1 in the appendix compare the two methods of computing CO\textsubscript{2} adjustments.
savings were being experienced when real GNP was growing by a considerable 8-10% per annum. After 1997 genuine savings have always been positive and increasing considerably (e.g., in 2005 the genuine savings were more than 11 times the ones reported in 1998).

- Figure 1 about here -

A decomposition of the genuine savings indicator into its elements, net national savings, market resource depletion, environmental degradation and human capital accumulation, can shed some light into this result. This is shown in Figure 2. From Figure 2 it is evident that the bottom-line genuine savings figure is driven by two main components: net national savings, which reflect the amount of total output set aside for net investments in human-made capital, and the environmental degradation arising from CO₂, SO₂, NOx and PM₁₀ emissions into the atmosphere. These two forces act in opposite directions. Negative genuine savings over 1995-1997 was driven by the high social external costs of emissions of pollutants which was not compensated for by net national investments in other forms of capital. However the latter have increased considerably during the period (10% p.a.) indicating that the negative effects arising from air emissions externalities (whose value is actually decreasing over time) are being compensated for by physical and human capital accumulation. Investments in human capital follow the same trend as net national savings. The population in the labour force with higher levels of education (i.e., third level) was low during the first years of the period considered, while increasing almost threefold in the following years. The contribution of changes in the value of human capital to positive genuine savings is therefore evident, although smaller than the net investments in man-made capital. As expected for a country that does not depend on its own natural resources, the value of depreciation from market natural resources is small.

In Figure 3 we look at environmental degradation in more detail because it is evident that it is playing a dominating role in our computation of genuine savings. The overall trend shows that the external costs of air pollution are decreasing after 1998. A decomposition of the external costs shows that SO₂ emissions are driving the results. The emissions of SO₂ in Ireland are decreasing since 1998 at a rate of 12% p.a., which contributes to positive values of genuine savings in recent years. These reductions are driven by a variety of economic structural changes and environmental policies, including a substantial decrease in the sulphur content of fuel oil and gas-oil, the use of low-sulphur coal at power stations, the increased use
of natural gas in electricity generation and a shift from solid fuels to natural gas and kerosene in the residential sector. Irish CO\textsubscript{2} emissions have increased by 2.8% p.a. during the period considered and the negative externalities by 10.7% p.a.\textsuperscript{33} NO\textsubscript{x} emissions have declined from their level in 1995, thanks to policy interventions. Catalyst controls in cars and heavy duty vehicles were implemented, although these measures were probably offset by the increase in road traffic. A large part of the reduction after 2000 is due to technological controls (EPA Ireland, 2002; 2003).

- Figures 2 and 3 about here -

4.2 Comparison with World Bank Estimates
Figure 4 illustrates the comparison between our estimates of genuine savings and those published by the World Bank. Our estimates are consistently lower than the World Bank’s. Moreover, according to the Bank’s estimates, Ireland experienced positive genuine savings every year between 1995 and 2005, while our estimates for 1995, 1996 and 1997 (computed at $r = 4\%$) are negative, indicating sustainability problems. The main reason for this difference is that we have extended the number of pollutants; the World Bank only reports external costs for CO\textsubscript{2} and PM\textsubscript{10} emissions. In recent years, the two series follow the same trend, with positive and increasing values of genuine savings.

- Figure 4 about here -

To further investigate the difference between the two series, Figure 5 plots the differences among the four components of genuine savings; net national savings, market resource depreciation, environmental degradation and human capital accumulation.

The net national savings reported by the World Bank are larger than ours at the beginning of the period. The value of changes in human capital computed using current education expenditure is also larger than our estimates based on returns to education. Both elements contribute to the genuine savings figures reported by the World Bank being more positive than ours. On the other hand, the value of market resource depreciation computed by the Bank using the net-price method is always larger in absolute terms than the depreciation

\textsuperscript{33} When considering the alternative method of valuing adjustment from CO\textsubscript{2} externalities, CO\textsubscript{2} damages increased by 6.7.\% p.a. See Figure C1 in Appendix C.
computed using the net present value method, which contributes to lower genuine savings. For the period 1998-2005 these differences almost offset each other. However, our corrections for environmental degradation are always larger than the Bank’s, and the difference is large, leading to lower genuine savings. Extending the set of pollutants in our accounts to include SO$_2$ and NOx is critical in driving this result.

- Figure 5 about here -

4.3 Sensitivity analysis
The comparison with the World Bank estimates suggests some robustness checks for our estimates, shown in Table 1. Table 1 presents genuine savings as a percentage of gross national income (genuine savings rates henceforth) computed under different assumptions. The last column of Table 1 shows the World Bank estimates so that our estimates can be compared with them directly.

The first column shows genuine savings rates for our benchmark indicator (i.e., with $r = 4\%$ and CO$_2$ damages assuming property rights lie with the polluter). The second column of Table 1 shows genuine savings rates when human capital is computed using education expenditures instead of the market return to education. The data of education expenditures refers to all the expenditures (capital and current) for institutions aided by the Department of Education and Science (which accounts for 97% of the total number of educational institutions in Ireland).$^{34}$ Compared to the first column, the numbers in this second column are larger but genuine savings remain robustly negative in 1995, while the rates in 1996 are negative but close to zero and in 1997 they are positive.

The third and fourth column of Table 1 report genuine savings estimates when the social costs of CO$_2$ emissions are allowed to vary. Our estimate of the global social cost of carbon dioxide, $14/\text{tC}$, was derived from Tol (2005) who combines 103 estimates of social cost of carbon from 28 studies to form a probability density function with a median of $3.8/\text{tC}$, a mean of $14/\text{tC}$, and a 95$^{\text{th}}$ percentile of $67/\text{tC}$. In a recent paper Weitzman (2008) argues that the economic consequences of fat-tailed (non-Gaussian) structural uncertainty, along with uncertainty about high-temperature damages, should play a huge role in evaluating policies for climate change. In other words, catastrophic events may be rare but are possible

$^{34}$ This data can be found online at www.education.ie (accessed 15 June 2008).
and their consequences are understated by current models. This would suggest we should consider the 95th percentile of the probability density function as a possibility. Moreover, a new meta-analysis by Tol (2008) suggests higher values of median and mean social cost of CO2 of $13/tC and $19/tC, respectively, and a slightly lower value of 95th percentile of $63/tC (see also Hepburn, 2007). Column three shows genuine savings rates computed using higher values for the social cost of carbon: $20/tC - which is the number of reference in a number of studies and at the World Bank, see Fankhauser (1994 and 1995) and $67/tCO (which corresponds to the 95th percentile in Tol, 2005) in column 4. In both cases, the assumption of property rights lying with the pollutee is used. As we would expect, using $20/tC does not make much of a difference, while using $63/tC changes the scenario quite a lot resulting in negative GS rates from 1995 to 2002. Note that if the missing negative externalities would be bigger than 1-2.6% of GNI in 2003-2005, the conclusion would be that Ireland is on an unsustainable path for all the period considered.

Because of the importance of SO2 in driving our results, columns five and six of Table 1 show the genuine savings rate computed using different assumptions regarding SO2 emissions. In column five, we allocate the emissions among rural and urban areas by population instead of income using data from the Census of population (CSO, 2007; CSO, 1992; CSO, 1997). To be more conservative we assumed as urban population only the population living in Dublin. The new estimates show genuine savings still being negative in 1995 and 1996 (albeit close to zero in 1996).

The estimates of social costs of pollution for Ireland in the study of reference (Holland and Watkiss, 2002), €2,600/tonne for SO2 in rural areas and €2,800/tonne for NOx, are lower than the European average (€5,200/tonne for SO2 in rural areas, €4,200/tonne for NOx) and than the ones attributed to the UK (€4,500/tonne for SO2 in rural areas, €2,600/tonne for NOx). However the estimates are larger than numbers for SO2 damage from a recent study by Pezzey et al. (2006) for the UK and Scotland. In column seven we apply the estimates from Pezzey et al. (2006).35 The marginal costs for SO2 are £6,597/tonne expressed in 1999 pounds sterling (which corresponds roughly to €10,824/tonne in 2000), while marginal costs for NO2 (not NOx) are around £2,100/tonne (circa €3,445/tonne in 2000). The main difference between our estimates and those in Pezzey et al. (2006) is that they do not consider differential impacts of SO2 in rural and urban areas. Accounting for population density and its

35 Note that Pezzey et al. (2006) provides estimates for the marginal cost of NO2 instead of NOx. Data on NO2 emissions are from Lyons et al. (2008).
influence on exposure and, ultimately, on impacts is fundamental in Holland and Watkiss (2002) and considered important also by other recent studies on marginal costs of pollution (e.g., AEA, 2005). The genuine savings rates in column seven are always positive over the period of interest. However, they are consistently lower than the World Bank’s.

- Table 1 about here -

5 Conclusions
In this paper we compute genuine savings indicators for Ireland, a rich, non-resource-dependent economy, for the period 1995-2005. We build on and improve the existing estimates of genuine savings for Ireland produced by the World Bank in four ways. First, we use Irish data sources, limiting the use of international averages. The collection of data from Irish sources was more difficult than envisaged; some of the data were confidential and not accessible. Thanks to the help of local experts we could obtain crucial information about unit rents of tradable market resources and we are confident that our data are of higher quality than those used by the Bank. Second, our estimates use the present value method for the valuation of the depreciation of tradable natural resources. This method is endorsed by national and international statistical agencies (see UN, 1993; Common and Sanyal, 1998) and preferred to the net-price method used by the World Bank. Third we value human capital accumulation using the returns to education. This method is favoured by the literature over the education expenditure approach. Fourth we expand the valuation of environmental degradation by including estimates of SO\textsubscript{2} and NOx external costs. Not surprisingly, for a rich economy like Ireland that does not depend on its own natural resources, this last change has the biggest influence in our results.

In sharp contrast with previous literature, when the computation of genuine savings is extended to include the value of environmental degradation caused by air pollution, we show that a developed economy can experienced negative genuine savings. All but one of the scenarios presented in this paper show negative genuine savings for Ireland for at least two years, 1995 and 1996, of the period considered. This result is worrying if we consider that the emissions and external costs SO\textsubscript{2} and NOx in Ireland are low relative to other countries when using the same study of reference (Holland and Watkiss, 2002) and suggests that other jurisdictions may be experiencing substantially lower genuine savings rates than those published by the World Bank. Moreover, a scenario that allows for low-probability high-
impact climate changes leads to negative genuine savings for most of the years considered. When using marginal costs of SO₂ and NOₓ for the UK and Scotland, genuine savings are positive for all the years but they remain substantially lower than the World Bank estimates. Finally, our results are robust to the use of different interest rates, different proxies for human capital accumulation and different property rights on the use of the atmosphere regarding CO₂ emissions.

Our study suggests that even a non-resource dependent economy can alarmingly focus on current rates of consumption at the expense of future productive capacity. The fact that Ireland has experienced in the past such periods does not rule out the possibility that it can do so also in the future if adequate investments in human and man-made capital are not set aside. The good news is that by implementing appropriate environmental policy, such as control of SO₂ emissions, and by investing in other forms of capital, such as infrastructure and human capital, Ireland was able to turn things around. However, it should be noted that positive genuine savings at a given point in time are not a guarantee of sustainability and that, although extended, our genuine savings indicator is still imperfect and misses components of natural capital, such as biodiversity and environmental quality other than air pollution, that may affect Ireland's productive capacity and well-being.
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Figure 1 Genuine savings vs. Gross National Product in Ireland (1995-2005)

Note: the vertical axis on the left refers to genuine savings, while the vertical axis on the right refers to GNP. In Panel A, Irish CO₂ emissions are valued at the global social cost of carbon and subtracted from net national savings (i.e. property rights to the atmosphere lie with the pollutee). In Panel B, CO₂ damages to Ireland from global emissions are considered (i.e. property rights to the atmosphere lie with the polluter). For details, see Sections 3.3 and 2.2.3. Source: GNP from the Central Statistics Office (www.cso.ie), Genuine savings are from authors’ calculations.
Figure 2 Genuine savings components (1995-2005)
Figure 3 Environmental degradation arising from emissions into air (1995-2005)

Figure 4 Comparison of genuine savings estimates: World Bank (WB) estimates vs. our estimates
Figure 5 Differences in the components of World Bank (WB) and our genuine savings estimates
Table 1 Robustness checks of our estimates of genuine savings (as percentage of GNI) and comparison with World Bank’s (constant 2000 €)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Benchmark figures</th>
<th>Education expenditure</th>
<th>Human capital accumulation</th>
<th>Marginal social cost of carbon = $20/tC</th>
<th>Marginal social cost of carbon = $67/tC</th>
<th>SO$_2$ emissions allocated by population</th>
<th>SO$_2$ and NO$_2$ damages from Pezzey et al (2006)</th>
<th>World Bank figures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>-5.05%</td>
<td>-2.92%</td>
<td>-5.59%</td>
<td>-9.8%</td>
<td>-3.3%</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>-2.32%</td>
<td>-0.31%</td>
<td>-2.91%</td>
<td>-7.3%</td>
<td>-0.9%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>-0.91%</td>
<td>1.37%</td>
<td>-1.58%</td>
<td>-6.4%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>23.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>1.16%</td>
<td>3.55%</td>
<td>0.43%</td>
<td>-4.9%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>2.37%</td>
<td>4.77%</td>
<td>1.62%</td>
<td>-3.9%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>4.26%</td>
<td>6.82%</td>
<td>3.37%</td>
<td>-2.8%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>3.43%</td>
<td>6.20%</td>
<td>2.35%</td>
<td>-4.8%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>4.45%</td>
<td>7.60%</td>
<td>3.25%</td>
<td>-4.6%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>14.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>9.97%</td>
<td>12.13%</td>
<td>8.70%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>11.34%</td>
<td>13.72%</td>
<td>10.00%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>11.6%</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>11.65%</td>
<td>14.22%</td>
<td>10.22%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
<td>18.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: the values of the several genuine savings indicators computed under different assumptions are expressed as percentage of gross national income.
Appendix A

The value of an asset is the discounted sum of resource rents associated with its use over its lifetime. For a depletable resource (or for a renewable resource under unsustainable management) this is given by:

\[ S_t = \sum_{n=0}^{T} (p_{t+n} - c_{t+n}) R_{t+n} / (1 + r)^n, \]  

(A1)

where \( p \) and \( c \) are the price and cost of a unit of extracted resource, \( R \) is the amount extracted, \( r \) is the discount rate and \( T \) is the last year of extraction. In order to compute the adjustment to genuine savings in practice, we are interested in the change in value between the beginning and the end of an accounting period:

\[ S_{t+1} - S_t = r S_{t+1} / (1 + r) - (p_t - c_t) R_t, \]  

(A2)

which, according to (A2) is equal to the foregone value of keeping the resource intact at time \( t \) (first term in the RHS) minus the current economic rent.

There are many methodologies to estimate the depletion or accumulation of assets. These methods balance the needs for data (which are not easily available) with the need for deriving the correct adjustment to national savings. For example, the term \( S_{t+1} \) in (A2) depends on the lifetime of the asset and on future prices and costs (this is more evident in equation (A1)). Therefore, information on deposit lifetime is crucial, and assumptions regarding discount rates, future prices and costs need to be made.

The simple present value method assumes constant unit rents and extraction rate (see Perman et al., 2003). The assumption of constant price runs counter the Hotelling rule of rising prices as depletion occurs. However, it fits well with the stylised facts in commodity markets; over the last decades the trend in real prices has been flat or slightly declining (Atkinson and Hamilton, 2007; Simpson et al., 2005).

In contrast, the net-price method, typically used in the early applied studies (see e.g., Repetto et al., 1989), and currently used by the World Bank, computes depletion by focussing solely on the second term of equation (A2) and ignoring the first term. An advantage of this method is its modest data requirement (it does not require interest rates, or lifetime of the deposit). The shortcoming is that it may result in large fluctuations in depreciation estimates (see e.g., Seroa da Motta and Ferraz do Amaral,
2000). For this reason it is not recommended in the UN guidelines for environmental accounting (UN, 1993) and by other authors (see e.g., Atkinson and Hamilton, 2007).

In what follows, we will focus on both terms of the RHS of equation (A2) to derive asset depreciation. We therefore need to assume a constant unit rent and rate of extraction. Under these assumptions, we can rewrite equation (A1) as:

\[ S_t = \sum_{n=0}^{T} \frac{(p - c) R}{(1 + r)^n}, \]  

(A3)

and equation (A2) as:

\[ S_{t+1} - S_t = D_t = -\frac{(p - c) R}{(1 + r)^T}. \]  

(A4)
### Appendix B.

**Table B1. A summary of data sources used to construct the Irish Genuine Savings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Natural resources</th>
<th>Production/extraction</th>
<th>Prices</th>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>Exploration and Mining Division, Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Resources, Ireland</td>
<td>External Trade data from Eurostat</td>
<td>Ben Dhonau, Principal Geologist, Exploration and Mining Division, Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Resources, Ireland, personal communication May 2008</td>
<td>Wayne Cox, Senior Geologist, Exploration and Mining Division, Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Resources, Ireland, personal communication (18 June 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>Michael Hanrahan, Petroleum affairs division, Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Resources, Ireland</td>
<td>World Bank (go.worldbank.org/8CWDARYMB0)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peat</td>
<td>Bord na Mona, Annual Reports, various years</td>
<td>Unit rent = Annual operating profit per tonne of peat produced * % of annual revenue from milled peat activities</td>
<td>Charles Shier, Strategic Development Manager, Bord na Mona, personal communication (July 2008)</td>
<td>Bord na Mona, Annual Reports, various years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forests</td>
<td>Clinch and Murphy (2001)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air pollution</td>
<td>Emissions</td>
<td>Marginal costs/damages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Social cost of carbon from Tol (2005) and Tol (2008)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PM10</th>
<th>World Bank (go.worldbank.org/8CWDARYMB0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SO2</td>
<td>Lyons et al., (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOx</td>
<td>Lyons et al., (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO2</td>
<td>Lyons et al., (2008)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Human capital | Labor force y educational attainment | Returns to education

Hours worked per week from Central Statistics Office (see Footnote 30)
Appendix C

Table C1 Genuine Savings for the Republic of Ireland, 1995-2005 (Constant €2000)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Panel A</th>
<th>Panel B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Genuine Savings (r=2%)</td>
<td>Genuine Savings (r=4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>-5,511,161,052</td>
<td>-5,482,017,884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>-2,982,595,537</td>
<td>-2,952,840,020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>-1,540,872,885</td>
<td>-1,512,089,721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>733,930,030</td>
<td>753,797,247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>2,154,223,007</td>
<td>2,168,132,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>4,090,656,962</td>
<td>4,123,696,251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>4,551,712,007</td>
<td>4,568,160,114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>13,043,173,142</td>
<td>13,061,502,557</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Panel A and B differ in the way CO₂ adjustments were computed. In Panel A, Irish CO₂ emissions are valued at the global social cost of carbon and subtracted from net national savings (i.e. property rights to the atmosphere lie with the pollutee). In Panel B, CO₂ damages to Ireland from global emissions are considered (i.e. property rights to the atmosphere lie with the polluter). For details, see Sections 3.3 and 2.2.3.
Figure C1. Comparison between CO₂ damages under different property rights

Note: Method 1 charges global damages to emitting countries on the assumption that the property right to a clean environment lies with the pollutee. Method 2 estimates damages to Ireland arising from global emissions (i.e., property rights to use the atmosphere as a sink lie with the polluter). The second method produces lower negative figures at the beginning of the period (i.e., when GS are negative). For conservative reasons we use Method 2 in all the figures reported in the paper.